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911:

Your Call For Help

Individuals who have called 911 to report a car accident,
medical emergency or other issue are often surprised at
how the call-in process actually works. Below, we’ll briefly
run through what you can expect in the event you have to
call for a family member, friend, colleague or stranger.
When you dial 911, the first individual you’ll speak with will
be a dispatcher from your local police department, who will
ask you about the reason for your call. Those living in
unincorporated areas of the county will reach St. Charles
County Sheriff’s Department. If you tell the dispatcher that
your emergency is medical in nature, they will immediately
transfer your call to St. Charles County Dispatch & Alarm.
St. Charles County Dispatch & Alarm handles all ambulance
and fire-related calls in the county. The dispatcher there will
confirm your location, and at this point, a second dispatcher
listening in on the call will get an ambulance en route to your
location.
The first dispatcher will ask you to stay on the line, and will ask you
a series of questions about the emergency. They may want to
know things such as the age of the patient, if he or she is breathing
normally and other pertinent details. This information is relayed by
the second dispatcher to the Paramedics responding to the call,
enabling them to know what type of equipment they’ll need.
When talking to a dispatcher, it is important to speak slowly and
remain calm. In many instances, the dispatcher will be able to give
you directions on what to do until Paramedics arrive.

How Do Emergency Alert Systems
Integrate Into The 911 System?
Many individuals, particularly older adults, utilize systems such as Lifeline, Life Alert and others that give
them the ability to quickly summon help in the event of an emergency. Typically, the user will wear a
pendant or bracelet outfitted with a button to push if help is needed.
Various manufacturers offer different setups, but typically, if a user presses his or her emergency call
button, a representative from the monitoring company will contact their home to see if the device has been
accidentally activated. If the monitoring company does not get a response from the user, they may contact
someone the user has designated as an emergency contact (son, daughter, etc.).
The emergency contact may go check on the individual themselves, or they may tell the
monitoring company to send emergency crews. (Emergency crews will automatically be
sent if the monitoring company cannot reach the user’s designated contacts.)
If needed, the monitoring company will get in touch with St. Charles County Dispatch
& Alarm to send an ambulance to the home of the resident who pushed their call
button. Paramedics will respond quickly to help the individual in need of assistance.
Remember that Paramedics and other emergency responders are here to help –
never hesitate to call 911 or push your emergency call button if you’re ill or injured!

The Cost Of Caring For A Community
In every workplace, there are general items such as printer paper, pens and envelopes that are
considered ‘the cost of doing business.’ Companies that provide specialized services also must
invest in tools, equipment, software and other items specific to that industry. Welding
companies stay on the forefront of torch technology, graphic artists constantly upgrade software
and school districts regularly invest in new technology to aid in the learning process.
Like the aforementioned lines of work, pre-hospital emergency medicine is a field that
requires a wide array of industry-specific equipment to perform at optimal levels.
Because of the complex technology and/or rugged nature this equipment, our ‘tools of
the trade’ tend to be very expensive. In fact, to purchase a new ambulance and fully
equip it with major medical equipment costs over $290,000.
The largest portion of this total cost is the ambulance itself. Today, a new ambulance
costs the District just over $184,000. Fortunately, the District is able to extend the life of
its ambulances by remounting the patient compartment onto a new chassis. At a cost of
just over $39,000, the remounts are much more economical than completely replacing
ambulances when the chassis reaches a point that is no longer safe for use.
The costliest piece of equipment on our ambulances is used on virtually every call – the
Zoll cardiac monitor/defibrillator/12-lead unit. In addition to obtaining EKG readings and
shocking patients in cardiac arrest, this $32,845 device also obtains vital signs such as
pulse rate, oxygen saturation and blood pressure – information that is vital on all calls.
Also used on cardiac arrest calls is the AutoPulse – a $15,350 piece of equipment that
performs perfect CPR, allowing Paramedics the ability to start IV’s for cardiac drugs and
intubate the patient if necessary.
Perhaps the most rugged pieces of equipment on each ambulance are the pieces
designed to move patients safely. The Stryker Power-Pro stretchers used by the
District ($16,400 each) are capable of holding up to 700 lbs. and have improved
patient safety and reduced back injuries among Paramedics. When space is too
tight for a stretcher, the Stryker Stair Chair ($3,300 each) is utilized.
As recently as six years ago, SCCAD Paramedics filled out patient care reports by
hand. Today, all reporting is done via our Electronic Documentation system, which
allows Paramedics to transmit patient data to the ER while en route to the hospital.
In addition, our units are equipped with an automatic vehicle locator (AVL), which
provides precise directions to any emergency to which we’re dispatched. The cost
to equip an ambulance with computer equipment and software is $17,300.
In addition to the items detailed above, SCCAD Paramedics
have access to dozens of other pieces of equipment on our
advanced life support ambulances, and each item has proven
its value on 911 emergency calls in our community.
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Ambulance District Paramedics, Support Staff Earn
Strong Patient Satisfaction Scores In 2011, 2012
Like many businesses, St. Charles County Ambulance District utilizes a variety of methods to gauge
customer satisfaction with the services we provide. Unlike most business, however, our customers typically
aren’t very happy that they needed our services in the first place! Nevertheless, we’re fortunate that many
of the individuals for whom we provide care and transportation are willing to give us feedback on the
services we provided.
One of the ways that we evaluate service is through patient satisfaction surveys. To do this, we partner with
a company called EMS Survey Team, which sends 850 surveys each month to random individuals who
utilized our service the previous month. The survey contains 24 questions, and is designed to gauge
satisfaction with various aspects of our business. Like any survey, the rate of return can vary greatly from
month to month, but on average, 150-200 questionnaires are returned each month. The pie charts below
indicate the breakdown of overall satisfaction scores for 2011 and 2012.
In 2011, with an overall patient
satisfaction score of 92.98, St. Charles
County Ambulance District ranked
second in the U.S. among large EMS
agencies who subscribe to EMS Survey
Team’s services.
This strong
performance led to the District being
honored with EMS Survey Team’s
“Industry Leadership Award” in March of
2012.
Of the questions on which St. Charles
County Ambulance District is evaluated,
there are several (detailed in the chart
below) on which we consistently receive
exceptionally high scores.

2011 Overall Patient Satisfaction
19.40%

Survey Score

47.30%

6.10%

Perfect 100

9.40%

95.0 – 99.99

17.80%

90.0 – 94.99
85.0 – 89.99

2012 Overall Patient Satisfaction

84.99 & Below

19.90%
43.30%

7.10%
9.30%
20.40%

Question

2011 score

2012 score

Care shown by the medics who arrived with the ambulance
Skill of the medics
How well did our staff work together to care for you
Cleanliness of the ambulance
Extent to which the medics cared for you as a person

94.68
94.58
93.68
94.89
94.57

93.51
93.45
92.43
95.03
93.41

While the data we receive from the patient satisfaction surveys is a wonderful way to evaluate how we’re
doing, we certainly welcome and encourage feedback by more traditional means – via phone, email or
letter. We sincerely hope you do not have to utilize our emergency transport services, but if you do, we
would very much appreciate your letting us know how you felt about the service provided.
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High Blood Pressure…
affects millions of Americans, and can be influenced by a number of factors including stress,
diet, activity level and family history, among others. Left untreated, high blood pressure can
increase a patient’s likelihood of suffering a heart attack, stroke, aneurysm, kidney failure and
other serious problems.
Because your blood pressure reading can be such a critical
indicator of your overall health, it’s important to monitor it
regularly and discuss any changes with your physician.
St. Charles County Ambulance District offers FREE blood
pressure log cards that you may use to record your BP
readings each time you have it checked. To request a card
for yourself or a loved one, call us at 636.344.7600. We’ll be
glad to get one to you.
Be sure to take the card with you to doctor appointments so
he/she can see how your pressure is running over time.
Many pharmacies, grocery stores and other locations offer
free automated blood pressure screenings – take time to
utilize the service while doing your shopping.

